
Pengi Breaks Free

By Olivia Tan



This book is dedicated to you to show you about
kindness and to treat people the way you want to be

treated. 
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It was another freezing and cold day in Antarctica. The
bright sun was shining and the freezing, cold snow was

dropping down on the ground, while the enormous
icebergs were shaking.
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Then came Pengi, a penguin but not any ordinary
penguin, he was rather peculiar. When Pengi was little
he always wanted to help people for fun. As he grew up

it felt like it was a habit instead, not a bad one but
good.
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Pengi suddenly felt a bit hungry “I
could use a snack” Pengi said and

walked away.
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Pengi was hungry and starving for food, Pengi felt like
he wanted to cry because he had no hope in finding

anything to eat.
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Pengi waddled all the way to the water  hoping he would find
some food and jumped in splashing everywhere! While

swimming, Pengi saw Blune  trapped in the coral yelling  for help,
no one helped except for Pengi, he rescued Blune and swam away.
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When Pengi came out of the water
he was soaking wet everywhere!
Then he went to look for food on

the land.
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While Pengi was walking around, he  stumbled
across a lovely but random fish in front of him

“Hmm that’s odd, there’s a strange fish in
front of me, but I never turn down food!”

Pengi said and he ate the fish.
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While Pengi was chewing on the fish, he
thought he heard a tiny voice of laughter but
he ignored it and then KABOOM!! A cage fell

on him, he was trapped!
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When Pengi opened his eyes he gasped because there was a
witch in front of him! “Hahaha” the witch laughed “ Soon I’m

going to EAT YOU!!” The witch shouted out loud.
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“P-please don’t eat me!” Pengi cried out loudly “It’s too
LATE, get ready to be EATEN hahaha” the witch laughed

out loud. There was no hope, Pengi was going to get eaten
by the witch no matter what. 
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 Pengi  was  hoping for a miracle while shivering, he closed his  eyes and
trembled until…. Blune jumped out of the water and splashed everywhere and

pushed the witch to the ground and unlocked the cage.
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“How did you find me?” Pengi said “When you saved me I was was so
happy but there was one missing part, I wanted to pay you back so

when I heard loud voices I wanted to see who that was, and I saw you
trapped in a cage so I tried to save you.” Blune said, he smiled and they

became friends.
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The End
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